Teaching Technology & Tidbits – Make voiceover PowerPoints easy!

Are you creating online content for a course or series? Is including voiceover PowerPoints part of your curriculum? If yes, check out the resources on the TEACH Teaching Technology and Tidbits page for a quick “how-to” guide for creating voiceover PowerPoints as well as a user guide for uploading your content to Blackboard.

September Education Grand Rounds – Register now!

TEACH is excited to announce our September 2018 Education Grand Rounds Session, “Cognitive Learning in Medical Education” presented by Todd D. Zakrajsek, PhD (Department of Family Medicine, University of North Carolina). Click here to register!

DR. MERYL - Reviews to help reduce journal overload!

It is all too often that stack of interfering, unreadable pile up on our desks. These dual-collecting articles may detail medical education research relevant to our daily work, an upcoming project, or just represent one of your vast areas of interest. A great resource to help reduce your article load is DR MERYL. DR MERYL’s mission statement is “to provide pithy, timely reviews of medical education research which has practical impact on the decisions made by front line medical educators and course, clerkship, and program directors.” They provide very brief (often 1 paragraph) reliable reviews of medical education research literature to help reduce your article load. Reviews from several of the top regarded medical education journals are included to help keep educators up to date with the most important medical education research. Click here to check out some of the most recent DR MERYL reviews.

Facebook – Like our TEACH page now!

You can now be a friend of TEACH on social media! In an effort to extend our community of practice into the virtual world we have created our own Facebook page to share important news and updates with our members! Catch up on upcoming events, session highlights or see what some of your fellow TEACH members are up to all while checking in on your long lost high school buddies.

What’s Your Big Idea? Share Your Suggestions!

We are always on the lookout for ways to improve our offerings and content to best meet the needs of our members. If you have a topic idea, great speaker suggestion, or would just like to share an idea for future TEACH enhancements use this suggestion form to share your big ideas!

Contact Us!

Join TEACH Now!